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Abstract
The upcoming paradigm in Internet of Things (IoT) based applications is to afford effective interactional communication

strategies between the devices in the smart home system. With the rapid growth of IoT services, the incorporation of

security measures becomes a vital concern. The general issue faced in the security of the intercommunication between the

devices and the users is improper authentication between them. Also, the access control of devices must be ensured with

reliable features for establishing secure communication between the users and devices. Hence, we propose a protocol called

Modified Honey Encryption using Inverse Sampling-Conditional Probability Model Transform (MHE-IS-CPMT) with

Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) to authenticate and perform the key agreement. Here, we employ the following steps:

(1) Initialization, (2) Registration, (3) Login and data access Request, (4) Authentication and Session key agreement, and

(5) Key update. At the commencement of the session, the users (u), Mobile Users (MU), and the other devices participating

in the smart home system are initialized to the Home network head (H). Then, for the registration process, the user and the

devices register them into H via the smart gateway (SG) by providing their own identities. The user details and the data

about the devices are secured using the MHE-IS-CPMT with the ECC method. Next, during the login process, the

registered users connect to the smart home system and send a request to SG to gain access to the devices. After verification,

the user is authenticated and the system enables them to acquire the device access control by providing them with the

private key of the device. In addition, the proposed system facilitates the secure key change procedure for the legitimate

user to update their key whenever required. Hence, the performance of the model is secured against different types of

attacks and also obtains more security features than existing methods.

Keywords Internet of things (IoT) � Authentication � Key agreement � Smart home � Security � Device access control �
Attacks

1 Introduction

In today’s world, there has been a huge development in

superior integrated services for smart home automation

systems. With the rapid integration of the Internet of

Things (IoT), the internet-enabled smart services are con-

nected with the operation of controlled software and

hardware components that communicate with each smart

device to facilitate a high-tech lifestyle [1]. Due to the wide

availability of the internet, intelligent devices are

tremendously increased and reach 50 to 100 billion by the

year 2020 [2]. In the IoT ecosystem, the physical devices

include actuators and sensor networks, and other software

settings are used in different applications such as medical,

industrial, civic, etc., [3]. The embedded devices are inte-

grated with IoT to connect with a large number of devices

and provide users trusted gain in the smart environment [4].

Mostly, the consumers focused on ‘‘smart home’’ devices

like cameras, video door locks, light bulbs, motion sensors,

smoke detectors, thermostats, etc. [5] These devices are

responsible for safety–critical functionality built-in web

servers that allow accessing its information online for daily

requirements. So, the application of device-to-device and

app-to-device or user-to-device access control information

is sensitive for the third-party servers [6, 7]. However,
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accessing the services of IoT based smart home device

assessment methods needs security due to its heteroge-

neous nature at each operation.

Likewise, the constrained devices are lying to renowned

attacks such as Denial of Service (DoS) attacks, replay

attacks, and cryptography attacks [8, 9]. These security

attacks are solved with cryptographic solutions to achieve

the goals of data integrity, confidentiality, and availability

[10]. Recently, access control and device authentication

mechanism are some of the main security problems in

smart home-based IoT environments. In the access control

system, the capability-based access control model ensures

end-to-end security by Internet Protocol Security (IPsec),

and accessing devices in the group are supported using a

single token. The accessed groups are determined using

Unique Local Address (ULA) [11]. Also, the type of dif-

ferent access levels is provided to different agents using the

user-managed access model [12]. But in large scale net-

works, the distributed network uses an attribute-based

cryptography method in which the attributes are assigned

with user permissions and changed easily with the absence

of access structure [13, 14].

In the authentication mechanism, the three-level Ker-

beros secure mechanism uses Advanced Encryption Stan-

dard (AES) and SHA-1 hash algorithm for constrained

smart home-based IoT devices [15]. The verified controller

node identity minimizes handshake overhead and secures

man-in-the-middle attack using Threshold Cryptography

based Group Authentication (TCGA) scheme [16]. For

secure communication, the shared key security mechanism

is used with the digital certificate supported by the cer-

tificate authority to make the authentication more robust

between the devices [17]. Moreover, the mobile IoT

devices run on Wi-Fi gateway node and network for users

to device configuration that initiates authentication process

from the gateway to IoT device. This process is integrated

with ECC for a key generation [18–20]. The above-pre-

sented methods of authentication and access control

mechanism face problems in data transmission to the ser-

ver. Also, an attacker can invade the user’s private infor-

mation connected with smart devices by eavesdropping and

DoS attack. The existing approaches suffer from a lack of

security between the users and smart devices. Therefore, a

secure key agreement based encryption mechanism should

be designed that needs to supply further attention in IoT

connected devices and provide security between users and

devices at low cost.

1.1 Motivation

The current research on IoT is an interesting field of con-

cern in smart home automation systems in which authen-

tication and access control mechanisms are a major

challenge to deal with several applications such as the

smart devices that are used can include smart lights, air

control, washing machine, smoke detector, door sensor,

surveillance cameras, smart media, central AC etc. [21].

For example, IoT technology can be used to identify

devices, users, or natural people’s access control such as

attempted logins, service requests, access durations, and

location, based on both IP and Bluetooth at smart homes,

reducing strain on resources while monitoring people

continuously and enabling them to stay at home longer,

connected over the internet. In order to access services and

manage IoT devices, users communicate with IoT networks

through their end devices. The smart devices only transmit

signals when the home owner is not at home. Limiting

access to authorized entities (data owner, mobile user, IoT

devices) is critical for ensuring data confidentiality against

various types of attacks. Attackers can gain access to a

system and steal information when user authentication is

not secure [22].

Several existing methods, such as lightweight encryp-

tion [23], cryptography algorithms [24], and lightweight

mutual authentication [25], perform data assessment on IoT

devices, raising many security threats as well as efficiency

issues in the system. The existing techniques concern the

home server trust factor, which has complete access control

to secure the user’s private information on smart home

platforms. But it cannot be leveraged on a secure access

service. Moreover, the requested services gather the inside

and outside information and encrypt the data before send-

ing it to the server, which leads to security problems when

using multiple requesting services to the server. Problems

encountered in home communication between the device

and user accessing data have been addressed in many

existing methods. But an attacker can access the data in

between the device and user communication. Motivated by

these facts and existing studies, there is a need to overcome

the security issues using key agreement and authentication

algorithms that address the enforcement of IoT devices and

access services of user-to-device applications.

1.2 The major contributions are summarized
as follows

• For secure authentication and key agreement in the

smart home system, MHE-IS-CPMT with ECC is pro-

posed in access control of IoT devices present in the

smart home. Here, the user and device data are secured

by the MHE with the keys generated using the ECC

scheme.

• The security of the protocol is evaluated for different

commonly occurring attacks in the IoT environment

and hence the proposed protocol is resilient to different

types of attacks. The proposed protocol confuses the
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adversaries in the system by sending them plausible

data instead of the original sensitive smart home data.

• Moreover MHE-IS-CPMT with ECC protocol is sim-

ulated using the Python tool and then its performance

efficiency is compared with other recent approaches.

The paper structure is organized as listed as follows.

Section 2 provides a brief description of the existing

works. Next, Sect. 3 provides the preliminaries of the

system used in smart home security. A detailed description

of the system model is provided in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, the

security of the proposed MHE-IS-CPMT is analyzed in

detail. Section 6 conveys the comparative analysis for the

performance efficiency of the proposed system. The limi-

tations of the proposed work is presented in Sect. 7. The

entire working process is concluded in Sect. 8.

2 Related works

Many research scholars have done a different aspect of

authentication and key agreement methods and its issues on

recent smart home systems are discussed below.

Chifor et al. [26], presented a lightweight authorization

scheme for secure communication between the users and

smart devices in IoT platforms. In this approach, a security

stack scenario is used to interact between the web services

and embedded devices for establishing the infrastructure

through the IoT connected devices. The deployed smart

home infrastructure has heterogeneous IoT devices where

connected devices are accessed by a digital identity and

communicate the response to another device service for

authorization. This IoT based security architecture is con-

sidered a trusted module. After authorization, the user to

device-centric data is secured by a Fast IDentity Online

(FIDO) protocol. Thus the approach preserves user anon-

ymity among the information linked by the user and the

outcome shows a low impact on smart applications.

Shen et al. [27], introduced a key agreement and secure

transport strategy for Home Area Networks (HAN). The

smart home system faces security issues such as data

integrity for data upload and smart gateway in data moni-

toring. For this purpose, the approach uses a secure data

uploading scheme to verify whether any malicious gateway

monitors the data or not. In this, the uploaded data is

accessed by a home gateway based session key from the

smart home environment. Hence the approach prevents

malicious gateways while uploading the data. Furthermore,

the security analysis proves that the approach ensures

efficient security for uploading data. Similarly, verification

of data integrity is also required for secure data uploading.

Anthi et al. [28], mentioned an IoT infrastructure sys-

tem that incorporates a supervised approach called a

3-layer system for intrusion detection to determine security

flaws on smart home-based IoT platforms. This system

involves three entities: the first entity describes that the

normal behavior of the IoT device profile and type is

classified, and each device is connected to the smart home

network-based IoT devices. Secondly, the network system

determines that the transmitted packets are malicious on

the network. Lastly, the deployed network classifies the

type of attack in the system. Thus, the performance is

evaluated with the machine learning approach for the

network activity and automated function from real testbed

parameters. This concludes that the IDS detects the attack

deployed on the networks. However, the network does not

support automatic detection.

Yan et al. [29], introduced a function-based access

control authentication scheme between the home gateways

and smart devices in IoT (FBAC-IoT). Each smart device

has a unique ID with a number of functions for fine-grained

access control in the home environment. In this, the vary-

ing number of function generates different data agrees with

the hub. This scheme uses the Identity Based Encryption

(IBE) method to access encrypted data before uploading it

to the server, which ensures data privacy. Using this

approach, only the authorized data is accessed and obtains

the ciphertext to decrypt the function, else it will terminate

the request. Since the FBAC-IoT scheme computational

cost is constantly maintained for each operation and

security proofs analyzed that the FBAC-IoT approach

prevents privilege access among the devices.

Alshahrani et al. [30], presented a lightweight mutual

authentication for edge devices with secure resource con-

straints in the IoT environment. In this case, the key

exchange protocol and authentication method depend on

the cumulative keyed-hash function and temporary iden-

tity. The authenticated nodes with the session are estab-

lished by dynamic identities. Moreover, a virtual domain

segregation setup ensures the security policy for the

transmission and reception capability of nodes commands

for inside attacks. The cumulative keyed-hash function is

responsible for verifying the identity of the sender by a

challenging command. In addition, this approach improves

identity guarantee by using the concept of fog computing.

Hence the performance is estimated using AVISPA toolkit

and informal security analysis is proofed using BAN logic.

Punithavathi et al. [31], presented a secure lightweight

authentication scheme based on cancelable biometric sys-

tem (CBS) in the cloud environment. Initially, the bio-

metric image processing step involves, Region of Interest

(ROI), thinning, Binarisation, and histogram localization.

Then the general process of the feature extraction step is

obtained. Lastly, the matched templates are recovered and

retrieved in the Cancelable Template Database (CTD).

Then the new transformation of the authenticated key is
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generated by a new cancelable template. The evaluation

considers real-world settings to authenticate the device data

with less overhead and high accuracy. Furthermore, this

approach is supported in smart IoT surroundings.

Naik et al. [32], presented an IoT based smart house

management system that combines microcontrollers, actu-

ators, smartphones, and web services. This method is cost

effective and energy efficient, but time consumption is more.

Furthermore, Gochhayat et al. [33] suggested a distributed

key management solution for IoT security. This technique

effectively secures IoT devices by transferring the majority

of resource-intensive cryptographic operations to a local

entity. This method has less communication overhead and

generation time. However, storage cost is high.

Mansoor et al. [34], introduced an improved lightweight

authentication protocol to secure Radio Frequency Identi-

fication (RFID) systems against known attacks in IoT

networks. Each RFID system consists of three entities

(database server, reader device, and tags) using Burrows

Abadi-Needham (BAN) logic to analyze the security fea-

tures. From the simulation of informal and formal security

analysis, this protocol is suitable for practical IoT appli-

cations. However, this protocol is time consuming during

transaction.

Shahid et al. [35], presented a Proficient Security over

Distributed Storage (PSDS) method to solve the data

security issues during data transmission on multi cloud. For

this purpose, the cloud database splits the data into two

sections: sensitive and normal. The normal data formation

was encrypted and uploaded by a single cloud whereas the

sensitive data is also encrypted and distributed via multi-

cloud. Hence the PSDS method stores the data securely

against multiple attacks. But the PSDS method cannot

promote to validate the key agreement by trusted authority

between user and cloud service.

Samuel et al. [36], presented a privacy infrastructure

based on federated learning and blockchain technology to

manage and reduce the risk of healthcare centers during

transmission in Internet of Medical Things (IoMT). This

privacy model was used to improve public communication

and resolve large data silos when the data owner privacy

was preserved, particularly for COVID-19 patients. Over-

all, the privacy infrastructure model was resistant to

security-based attacks, but it cannot guarantee that the

patient has been verified by the data owner.

The summary of several approaches involved in IoT

based smart home device applications is shown in the

Table 1.

The above-mentioned schemes discuss the advantages

and drawbacks which is most viable to smart home-based

IoT applications. On analyzing the presented mechanism, it

is prone to several disadvantages such as it is less effective

in accessing the device control, less privacy due to repeated

request services, and less secure due to several attacks.

Also, the system raises issues in communication that con-

cerns delay, throughput, cost, and complexity. Therefore,

there is an efficient secure authentication mechanism is

required in IoT based smart home environment to address

all issues determined in the existing systems.

3 Preliminaries

In this section, the details regarding the basic functionali-

ties of the secure authentication and key agreement

schemes is presented.

3.1 Smart home

It is a home that is fully equipped with automated device

control applications that can be managed or supervised from

a remote location using a computer or smartphone device.

The attributes of the home such as the temperature sensors,

lightings, appliances, entertainment systems, alarm systems,

etc. are connected through the internet. For enabling the

control over these devices, the system use web interface,

applications in mobile phone, desktop computers, etc.

However, these automation face issues due to the inadequacy

in the standards of security measures provided to the system.

The current state of smart home automation requires a con-

siderable capacity to exchange data between the members of

the family or only on the trusted individuals.

3.2 Adversarial model

The model assumes that an adversary tries to attack the

smart home system and breaches the system to launch

attacks. The assumptions of the adversary model are

described as follows.

1. Any internal or external attacks on the system may

compromise an adversary bð Þ. This type of attack

justifies that the attacker can steal the traffic data

access center files (content of request files) between the

connection of the home network head and the smart

gateway sent by the user.

2. An attacker can acquire access to data over the

communication channel. This type of attack can

destroy the access data of the smart device and extract

the sensitive information of user entities stored in the

home network head.

3. The identities of the user, device, SG, and H are known

to the attacker. This type of attack can falsify each

entity’s network access data over the network.

4. Adversaries do not have the ability to change, replay,

or shift any user data content. This attack is sufficiently
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absent in strong login passwords due to hacker login

between the user terminals.

5. An adversary can gain access through the links (link-

ability attack) between the communication of a user

and the home server. In this, unauthenticated access

allows threat actors to gain access to an IoT device,

which makes it easy to exploit device data.

3.3 Honey encryption (HE)

HE is a security tool to secure the data between the user

and devices present in the smart home system [37]. This

encryption process divides the user data into a set of

sequences called the message set and stores them in the

message space. Before encryption of the user data, the

required message space must be predicted. Then, the

message sequence is arranged in some order and the

probability of occurrence of the message in the space is

predicted. Next, an encoder is used to map the sequences

into the seed space. Also, it is ensured that the number of

mapped sequences of user data is equal to the number of

spaces occupied by them in the space. The seed space must

be large enough such that the message is mapped to a

minimum of one seed. The major benefits of using the HE

process is used to protect data stored on password manager

services that will confuse the intruders or adversaries by

sending plausible data similar to the original data for secure

transmission.

3.4 Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC)

The most common method for key generation is the Elliptic

Curve Cryptography (ECC) [38] that is used widely due to

Table 1 Summary of existing approaches in IoT based smart home applications

Author/year Technique used Goal Advantage Limitations

Chifor et al.
[26], 2018

Lightweight

authorization

scheme

To preserve user anonymity among the

information linked by the user and smart

devices in IoT platforms

Device to device access data is

secured

Low impact on smart

applications

Shen et al.
[27], 2018

Key agreement and

secure transport

strategy

To upload the access data by a home

gateway based session key for HAN

Ensures efficient security

while uploading data

Less probable on data

integrity

Anthi et al.
[28], 2019

3-layer IDS

method

To determine security flaws on smart home

based IoT platforms

This scheme detects attacks on

the networks

The networks does not

support automatic

detection

Yan et al.
[29], 2019

FBAC-IoT To access control in fine-grained resources

from home environment

This scheme protects smart

applications from

unauthorized accessing

functions

Only the device privilege

is secured

Alshahrani

et al. [30],

2019

Lightweight

mutual

authentication

scheme

To secure edge devices using cumulative

keyed-hash function and temporary

identity

Less probable on inside attacks High computational cost

Punithavathi

et al. [31],

2019

Lightweight

authentication

scheme based on

CBS

To secure device authentication using

biometric process in cloud environment

Low overhead

High accuracy

High execution time

Naik et al.

[32], 2018

Smart house

management

system

To manage the system devices Cost effective and energy

efficient

High computation time

Gochhayat

et al. [33],

2020

Distributed key

management

solution

To effectively secures IoT devices by

transferring the majority of resource-

intensive cryptographic operations

Less communication overhead

and generation time

High storage cost

Mansoor

et al. [34],

2019

Improved

lightweight

authentication

protocol

To secure RFID systems against known

attacks in IoT networks

Suitable for practical IoT

applications

High running time during

transaction

Shahid et al.
[35], 2020

PSDS To solve the data security issues during

data transmission on multi cloud

Stores the data securely

against multiple attacks

Cannot promote to validate

the key agreement

Samuel et al.
[36], 2022

Federated learning

and blockchain

technology

To manage and reduce the risk of

healthcare centers during transmission in

IoMT

Resists security based attacks Cannot guarantee that the

patient has been verified

by the data owner
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its easier working process. ECC generates a public–private

key pair for the encryption. The public key is transferred to

all the users and servers of the system whereas the private

key is known only to the user. The key exchange mecha-

nism is secured using the Diffie Helman Key exchange

process. For the generation of the private key, the secret

parameters are computed in the system from the ASCII

encoding of the user id and password. This key generation

assists in secure data transmission in the smart system. The

seed generated by the HE process is XORed with the keys

to generate a ciphertext for storing the valuable user data.

4 Proposed MHE-IS-CPMT framework

In the proposed methodology, we present a session key

agreement and authentication scheme based upon Modified

Honey Encryption using Inverse Sampling-Conditional

Probability Model Transform (MHE-IS-CPMT) and Elliptic

Curve Cryptography (ECC) that secures access data for a

large number of IoT devices, which is more vulnerable to

attacks from different sources. This algorithm helps in pro-

tecting smart home applications from attackers by generat-

ing plausible data. This plausible data generation will

confuse the attackers as the provided data is similar to the real

one. First, the device and user installation steps are per-

formed to initiate all parameters. Then, the registration step

is performed between the mobile user and IoT devices for

registration request submission and device activation in the

home network head. Next, the login and data access request

step is performed between the home network head and user to

verify the request data through the home gateway. Then the

authentication and session key agreement steps are secured

by concatenating the seed obtained from the honey encryp-

tion and the key is generated by ECC and only the ciphertext

is sent to the users. The data accessed by the device is pro-

vided only to the authenticated user at the time of the request.

Lastly, the key update step is performed based on the

authenticated user with the valid secret key of each param-

eter for the mobile user and devices. Thus, the proposed

security architecture is a reliable communication network

and the accessed data allows only registered users to par-

ticipate in the data transmission and also mitigate attacks.

The smart home system model is shown in Fig. 1, and the

flowchart of the proposed model is shown in Fig. 2.

4.1 System model

There are five different entities such as Users (u), Smart

gateway (SG), Mobile user (MU), IoT devices (N), and

Home network head (H). The process flow of the proposed

system is categorized into five phases.

1. Installation Phase of IoT Devices and Users: This is

the initial phase in the device access control of IoT.

Here, u, MU, and N are initialized to H.

2. Registration Phase: In this, each user sends a request

for registration and activate the device function.

Smart devices

Home gateway

Home network head

Internet based mobile 
user interfaces

Door sensor

Washing 
machine

cameras
Temperature 

sensor

Air control

Smart media

Central AC

Smoke 
detector

Smart light

Internet

Fig. 1 Smart home system model
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Initiate all parameters (Users, IoT devices) 

Start 

Request for registration (mobile users, IoT 
device)

Activate Home network head (H)

Login and request data access (user, home 
network head (H))

Connect to smart gateway (SG)

H provides user ID and Password

Encrypt request key MHE

Access data ?

Yes

No 

Error report 

User authentication and Key agreement IS-CPMT-ECC 

Generate key

Secret key (mobile user, devices)

Receive request from SG

Ciphertext data sent to the users

Authenticated user 

Valid user ?

Error report Yes

No 

Key update

Pre-shared key and secret key

Initiates network connection with H and SG

Transmit data to the end users

End

Fig. 2 Flowchart of proposed

model
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3. Login and Data Access Request Phase: Here, legiti-

mate users are allowed to login and request access

control of the different IoT devices.

4. Authentication and Session Key Agreement Phase: The

system allows only legitimate users to access the

devices through an authentication mechanism using a

key-based agreement scheme.

5. Key Updating Phase: Users can change and update the

keys provided to them by selecting their own secret

parameters. The overlay of the proposed security

architecture graphical model for IoT device-based

home communication is shown in Fig. 3.

The symbols used and its description is provided in

Table 2.

A. Installation phase of IoT devices and users

The basic requirement of providing smart facilities in

the home involves the installation of smart devices. The

installations follow the setup procedure for the devices in

the smart home. This is the process of making the smart

devices prepared for activation and execution of routine

activities in the smart home environment. Consider n be

the number of devices in the smart home system.

a. User Installation

Step 1: The users u1; u2; ::ux or the mobile users

MU1;MU2; ::MUx are initialized into the smart home

system with their name and the membership in the

family. Then, H issues u id and password of the user

pw user to every initialized users u1; u2; ::ux.

Step 2: A key for encrypting the requests made by

the user req key is maintained by the network. These

pre-shared parameters are secretly stored into the

Installation of IoT devices and 
users Registration Authentication and Session key 

agreement Key update

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4

session

Users registered on smart 
gateway

IoT devices registered on 
smart gateway

User

Smart gateway 
(SG)

IoT devices

Distribute request key

MHE-IS-CPMT with 
ECC

Generate 
key pair

Send each 
full public key Verify 

private key 
Verify 

private key 

Generate 
secret key

Users 

IoT devices

Pre-shared key

Secret key 
Matched key 

H

SG

Update the keys

Fig. 3 Proposed graphical model

Table 2 Symbols used and their notations

Symbols Description

ux/MUx Users/mobile users

H Home network head

SG Smart gateway

C Certificate

UC User credentials

n Number of devices

u id User identity

udx User details

Hux
Sequence user details

CP dð Þ Hux
ð Þ Conditional probability of sequence user details

pw user User password

u req User request key

v Device activation function

dev idi Device identity

ran keyw Random keyword

pwdev idi
Device password

pub key,pri key Private key and Public key

req key, Sess key Request key and session key

tst Timestamp

eui
, rui

,wi,oi Secret parameters

Lmax String y of length

yið Þi String for y-bits

wi Random fields

k,,j Random parameter

y Storage overhead

S Message space

P Probabilistic random generator

k Random number
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internal memory by the producers P of the device to

help in future communication. After initialization,

H issues a certificate (C) to (n) devices in the system.

b. Device Installation

Step 1: Initially, the installation step is carried out in the

H that requires the inherent of device id (dev idi) with a

random keyword (ran keyw) and a password (pwdev idi
),

this can be expressed as,

P! devi dev idi; ran keyw; pwdev idi
f g ð1Þ

Step 2: Here, pwdev idi
is considered to be secret such that

P computed as,

pwdev idi
¼¼ hash dev idijj kð Þ � ran keyw ð2Þ

where k is considered as a random number generated using

the probabilistic random generator.

Step 3: Consider the parameters for future evaluations of

Elliptic curve EC under random fields (wi). Then choose

j as a random generator in a group H with order l.

Step 4: Choose a private key such that key eH�l and then

predict the public key,pub key ¼ pk � j.

The process flow of the proposed scheme is illustrated in

Fig. 4.

B. Registration phase

Registration involves gathering the details about the

entities and further enrolling them in the system to achieve

the activation of the device and acquire services from them.

In this phase, a user request (u req) is send for registration

and device activation (v) is achieved. Here, each entity in

the system (u, SG, N, and MU) are registered into SG using

their credentials. Two types of registrations are carried out

in the system, such as user registration and device regis-

tration. For secure storage and utility of the smart service,

modified honey encryption algorithm is employed. Here,

we propose the IS-CPMT process in honey encryption for

user data encryption, which is incorporated with the keys

generated using the ECC. It employs a strong fixed field for

the generation of cryptography and proceeds with the sig-

nature and verification mechanisms of the user.

a. User registration

Users of the smart home is confined to the members of

the family since leakage of the smart home data is a serious

issue affecting the privacy of the user. SG has the ability to

store some information about user details because of con-

vergence to the randomized strategy point of the internal

network. It also enables users to securely aggregate, pro-

cess, and filter data based on the connection of Wi-Fi and

ZigBee. Then, it transfers the user details to H for

encryption using HE. In between the encryption process,

the user login terminals frame the public key using another

secret parameter incorporated with the generated private

key using the Diffie–Helman ephemeral key exchange

mechanism. Therefore, only the initialized users are

allowed to actively participate in the registration process.

Step 1: For ‘x’ number of users (u1; u2; ::ux), compute

the user details such as identity of the user (u id), pass-

word of the user (pw user) which is computed with the

randomized strategy (rand � pw) for storage into SG.

Step 2: SG transfers the user details (ud1; ud2; ::udx) into

H for encryption. ECC is applied to develop a public and
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private key pair. Frame suitable private key (pri key) for

the user using the parameter (eui
) framed corresponding to

the ASCII encoding of the user password (pw user), which

is expressed as,

pri key ¼ eui
jjpw user ð3Þ

Step 3: Then, frame the public key Pub keyð Þ using

another secret parameter (rui
) incorporated with the gen-

erated private key expressed as,

pub key ¼ rui
jjpri key ð4Þ

where the pri key is distributed only to the registered ui

and also kept secured in H via SG using the Diffie–Helman

Ephemeral key exchange mechanism and ui provides the

signature for the key using the secret parameter (eui
).

Step 4: Apply modified honey encryption algorithm that

employs IS-CPMT for encryption and secure the storage of

user details. Consider the storage overhead parameter to be

y. Determine the possible number of message space (S) to

store ud1; ud2; ::udx in H. Sample user details into several

units (Hu1
;Hu2

;Hu3
; ::Hux

) and acquire the possible gener-

ating sequences ðHu1
;Hu2

;Hu3
; ::Hux

Þ�1
.

Step 5: Find the conditional probability CP dð Þ Hux
ð Þ for

each sequenced unit H�1
ux

and perform discretization of the

sequence CP Hui
jHu1

;Hu2
; ::HuX

ð Þ. Unlike the other meth-

ods conditional probability needs a condition for encoding

the user data.

The condition is defined for each sequence before

encoding them. Here, the transformation model is

suggested for the conditional probability model that

involves the shifted factor to the user data. Then, select any

sequence at random seq randð Þ in H�1
ux

with

CP dð Þ H�1
ux
jux

� �
is computed as,

CP dð Þ H�1
ux
jux

� �
¼

CPðdÞðH�1
ux
Þ � ðHux

7!Hux
þ aÞP

i21::n CPðdÞðH�1
ux
Þ � ðH 0

ux
7!H 0

ux
þ aÞ
ð5Þ

where CP dð Þ H�1
ux
jux

� �
involves shifting the stored message

and enables padding of zeros between them. Here,

Hux
7!Hux

þ a is the shift in data bits of the user.

Step 6: Sort the units based upon suitable order and map

the data into suitable seed space. Then, choose a sequence

with more probability and encode each sequence with IS-

CPMT. Encode each sequence by the IS-CPMT

jHu1
;Hu2

::::Hux
ð Þ to y-bit string (str ux).

Step 7: Concatenate the strings yið Þi then pad the string

with string y of length (Lmax) with random bits and output

G seed.

Step 8: Choose an arbitrary number (Di) in the field wi

and multiply it with G. Then, XOR the seed with pri key

and pub key of the user and output the cipher to u such that

cipher  G � pub keyjj pri keyð Þf g. The process of IS-

CPMT is shown in Fig. 5.

b. Device registration

Step 1: Initialized devices sends a request (req reg) to

SG into the system. For ‘n’ devices dev id1; devf

User (U)/Mobile user (MU)

IoT devices (N)

Home network head (H)

Home gateway

2 
12 

3

3

4

4

5

Fig. 4 Process flow of proposed

scheme
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id2; :::::dev idng, SG acquires dev IP; U code; Pr oð
codeÞ from the device. Also, the certificate C is uploaded

into SG. The collected details are transferred to H and it

verifies the C sent by the device to match with the C issued

by H during initialization.

Step 2: If C is matched, for every device (devi) the

public key and private key generation is performed using

ECC and sends the accept message accept msgð Þ along

with Pub key to the device and enables them to get reg-

istered into H.

Step 3: The details about the device is secured by

employing the same procedure followed for encrypting the

user details using the modified honey encryption.

C. Login and data access request phase

In this phase, the users of the IoT system (u1; u2; ::ux) or

any registered mobile user login to get access of any

devices dev id1; dev id2; :::::dev idnf g present in H. Any

user ui inputs the cipher and pub key along with a

access req message to SG.

Step 1: The login is initiated after verification of the

keys and cipher of the user. Only the registered user can

participate and access data from the IoT devices. For this,

the user credentials (UC) are given to H.

Step 2: H verifies the user data by deciphering the user

input using the pub key. Here, the inverse of XOR is
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carried out to extract the seed G. Then, G is decoded to

extract the rules and the bits for padding is neglected. Next,

the user details are acquired from the decoded sequence.

Step 3: If ui is found to match with the user entities

stored in H, the request made by ui is considered valid and

allowed to proceed to the next step. This is intimated by

ack message to ui.Otherwise, the request is aborted and the

user is detached from the system.

D. Authentication and Session Key agreement phase

Authentication is the process through which the identi-

ties of the entities participating in the system are verified

and thus enable them to take part in the smart access of

devices in the smart home. When the login is successful,

the user is confirmed with the system, authentication is

carried out in the system with the registered user for

attaining services from the IoT devices.

Step 1: For this, consider a session key (sess key) which

is computed using the two secret parameters such as wi and

oi, expressed as,

Sess keyi  wijjoijjpub keyð Þi
� �

ð6Þ

Step 2: SG issues a timestamp (tst) and the sess key

encrypted using pub key of the user to every requesting

user (u1; u2; ::ux) and to get authenticated to the system for

utilizing the services offered by the IoT devices.

Step 3: Every user in the system receives tst and sends a

response to the SG after decrypting the sess key by their

own pub key with the reply message tst; Sessðf
keyÞpri keyg encrypted by their own private key. Then, SG

transfers the message to H and it verifies the timestamp by

decrypting the reply message using pri key of the user and

checks for legitimacy. If it is found to be valid the user is

allowed to get authenticated to the system. This is indicated

by a ack auth message to the user.

Step 4: pri key of the device is sent to req user for

getting access over the device and enables monitoring from

remote instance.

u1

u2

u3

uN

.....

.....

.....

0 0.1

0.5 0.01

......

0.02 0.02

Translate to bit 
string

Conditional 
Probability with 

shifted factor

Seed

User details Data sequence IS-CPMT encoding

Keys

XOR

Ciphertext

Fig. 5 Process involved in IS-CPMT
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E. Key updating phase

In this phase, only legitimate users are allowed to par-

ticipate in the process. Here, the pre-shared key and the

secret key are vital for the update of the key. The key

update is carried out in a user-friendly manner since u can

directly approach the SG to make alterations in its key. The

system allows faster verification of the user entities and

ensures the secure change of the keys.

Step 1: For the key update process, any registered user

(u1; u2; ::ux) in the system can login to the system and

change his/her secret keys by sending a chang key mes-

sage to the SG.

Step 2: The legitimacy of the user is verified such that

input ux matches with the value of ux stored in H. If matching

is genuine, user can modify the keys by choosing their own

secret parameter required in the generation of the keys.

The process flow of the proposed MHE-IS-CPMT is

shown in Fig. 6.

5 Security analysis

The capability of the proposed system to withstand the

attacks from its environment is listed as follows.

Proposition 1 MHE-IS-CPMT is resistive against a replay

attack.

Proof In this attack, the adversary may try to occur the

session key to gain access over the device. Considering this

attack, the authentication and key agreement mechanism

require the time stamp validity in order to get access to a

device present in H. Here, the Sess_key is sent to the user

after encrypting the time stamp with the user’s pub_key.

The user receives the message and decrypts the message

and gain the Sess_key and time stamp. Then, the reply is

sent to H by encrypting the Sess_key and time stamp with

the user’s own pri_key. When an adversary tries to gain

access over the device fails in such a case since the system

needs to encrypt the reply_message with their own pri_key.

Proposition 2 The proposed scheme is more resilient to

impersonation attacks from the mobile user.

Proof In such attacks, an adversary b tries to register

himself as a legitimate user ub dynamically during runtime.

In such a case, the adversary submits its own fake u_id and

pw_user to SG. H verifies the user credentials before

enabling user registration. When the verification outputs a

counterfeit result, H marks b as an adversary but issues the

cipher. Therefore, if b struggles to gain access to the

devices, H makes a tragic play on the user by issuing a

plausible data similar to the original data. This diverts b
from the system and hence prevents the leakage of the

original data.

Proposition 3 The proposed scheme is safeguarded from

the eavesdropping attack.

Eavesdropping attack: An adversary b tries to find the

secret parameters of ui and compute the keys to get access

over the devices. In this case, the proposed scheme gener-

ates the keys for authentication using this parameter.

Therefore, it is vital that the generation of the secret

parameter must be trustworthy in the system. This smart

home system incorporates the ASCII encoding mechanism

that chooses at random the bits of the pw_user to establish

secure generation of eui
. This makes it tedious for the

intruder to compute the secret parameter used in the key

generation process. Hence, our system is resilient to this

type of attack by adversaries.

Proposition 4 The proposed scheme is sheltered from the

Man-in-the-middle attack.

Proof To initiate this attack, b intercepts the reply_mes-

sage sent by the user ui to SG in order to get access over the

device. In our scheme, the users are authenticated to the

system and acquire the pri_key earlier. During the device

access process, the user encrypts the Sess_key with his/her

pri_key which is unknown to b or any external person.

Therefore, it is impossible for b to indulge the message

transmitted by ui. Hence, the contents cannot be modified

in any circumstances and thus enabling secure access

control features.

Proposition 5 The user relishes anonymity in the system

and the system assures un-traceability.

Proof In any circumstances b tries to acquire the times-

tamp tst to get authenticated and gain access over the
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devices. Under such requirements the proposed system is

robust enough to withstand the impact of b into the system.

For this, the system generates inimitable timestamp and the

Sess_key for every device activation and access control.

Moreover, the secret parameters required for the compu-

tation of Sess_key is altered during every sessions. Due to

this unique nature, the proposed system is said to preserve

the properties of anonymity and un-traceability.

Proposition 6 The proposed scheme is resistant to the de-

synchronization or jamming attacks.

Proof This sort of attack is committed by b when the

system involves two parties such as the users and the home

network head H. When the synchronism between these two

entities is lost, it is more prone to the attack and the link

between them is lost. To deal with this attack, H does not

store any of the verifications information of the user par-

ticipating in access. Whenever, the authentication process

fails due to the corruption of links, still the system is

capable of initiating the system. This is performed by the

computation of the secret parameters oi;wi without the

requirement to re-authenticate to the system.

Proposition 7 The proposed scheme ensures the proper-

ties of the session key agreement.

Proof The session key agreement is the confidential part

for the user without any compromise with the adversary. In

this, any adversary b indulges in fraudulent activities to

acquire the Sess_key for gaining over the access control

process. To fight back against this attack, the proposed

scheme reveals the key only to every registered ui after the

finish of the login, authentication and key agreement pro-

cess. The Sess_key is issued to the user only after initiating

the session with a request message access_request. The SG

receives the message and makes the devices ready for

future communication with the user.

Proposition 8 MHE-IS-CPMT commits resilience to the

Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack.

Proof Any legitimate user ui pass in inappropriate u_id and

pw_user to SG. These details are verified before allowing the

user to login to the system. Therefore, the request of the user

to get services is proceeded to further stages only when the

user details provided are appropriate. In this way the DoS

attack by other adversaries is discarded in the system.

6 Experimental results and analysis

This section presents the efficiency of the proposed

approach based on experimental settings, performance

metrics, and performance comparison results. These details

are described in the following sub-sections.

6.1 Experimental settings

The key agreement based device access control in IoT is

carried out using the Python tool. The hardware setup

required for the implementation is CPU based computer

system with 8 GB, 2 GHz Intel Core i7, and 256 GB mem-

ory. The simulation software is taken from the available

open-source libraries/packages. Library functions like Ten-

sorFlow (TF) is an open source software library used for the

IoT simulation platform [39, 40]. TF is the second-genera-

tion framework of Google Brain. On Feb 11, 2017, edition

1.0.0 was published. TF, unlike the standard version, can run

on many Multi-Core CPUs. It is compatible with 64-bit

Linux, macOS, Vista, and smart phones devices such as iOS

and android. Its adaptable design enables simple computing

deployments over a wide diverse array of substrates from

PCs to hundreds of computers to smartphones and other

devices. TF allows developers to create a dataflow structure

that describes how data moves and the mathematically

operations should be done on data during its transfer from

one point to another in the defined structure. In this, structure

data is presented as tensors and the mathematical operations

as nodes. In this, the TF is free and is supported on Python

versions for high-performance numerical computation using

dataflow graphs. The software tool versions are: Python 3.6

TensorFlow 1.4 [41, 42]. Consider that the each user initiates

the communication with the device and perform access for

every five seconds. In the experimental tests, the effect of

simulation time is observed when the data is transmitted

between the user and devices as the number of exchanged

bits is increased per unit time. Here six users have been

considered out of which two users are mobile and four users

are static. The simulation parameters used for the imple-

mentation of the smart home system are shown in Table 3.

6.2 Performance metrics

The parameters considered for the evaluation of the pro-

posed scheme involves the End-to-End Delay (EED),

throughput, communication cost, computation cost,

encryption time and decryption time.

(i) End to End Delay (EED): It is defined as the amount

of time needed for users to access the system devices. In

the authentication and the key agreement process, the EED

value is vital for the session key establishment between the

user and the H. The mathematical expression is denoted as,
Xn

i¼1
trec � tsenð Þ=treq ð7Þ

where trec is the time taken to receive the data corre-

sponding to the request sent, tsen is the time taken to send a

request to the SG, and treq is the total number of requests

sent to SG.
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(ii) Throughput: It calculates the amount of data flow rate

transmitted successfully from one entity to another within a

given time period. Here, it is measured in bits per second

(bps). The mathematical expression is repsrented as,

nd � sp

� �
=t ð8Þ

where nd is the total number of data accessed from the

devices, sp is the size of the data and t is the total time

required to access data from the H.

(iii) Encryption and Decryption Time: The amount of

time needed to transform plaintext into ciphertext is called

the encryption time. In contrast, decryption time restores

the plaintext from the received ciphertext.

(iv) Communication Cost: It is defined as the ratio of

total number of exchanged messages to the total number of

exchanged bits for each transaction. Here, it is measured in

time (ms).

(v) Computation Cost: It is defined as the total amount

of validations needed to complete each transaction on the

IoT based smart home network. Here, it is measured in

milliseconds (ms).

6.3 Performance comparison results

This section presents the comprehensive comparative anal-

ysis of the proposed MHE-IS-CPMT scheme is compared

with existing methods such as Li et al. [43], Li et al. [44],

Srinivas et al. [45], Park et al. [46], Mallareddy et al. [47],

Rawal et al. [48], Bogos et al. [49], Shahid et al. [35], Yang

et al. [50], Tan et al. [51], Cai et al. [52], Gope et al. [53], Cho

et al. [54], and Mansoor et al. [34] in terms of end to end

delay, throughput, communication cost, computation cost,

time complexity, encryption time and decryption time.

6.3.1 End to end delay

As shown in Fig. 7, the proposed method achieves a lower

end-to-end delay than the Li et al. [43], Li et al. [44],

Srinivas et al. [45], Park et al. [46] approaches. Here, the

interactional capability of the users with the smart systems

is improved to a great extent by the incorporation of the

MHE-IS-CPMT scheme. Following this process, users and

devices data are securely transmitted with less delay.

Therefore, the delay achieved between the users and the

device is much lower. Thus, the system achieves better

functionality in a limited time interval.

6.3.2 Throughput

Within the considered simulation time, the throughput val-

ues are calculated as the number of packet sizes that are

transmitted in the network. Existing methods such as Li et al.

[43], Li et al. [44], Srinivas et al. [45], Park et al. [46] have

lower throughput when the data is transmitted between the

user and devices as the number of exchanged bits is increased

per unit time. Using the proposed scheme, the number of

exchanged messages is increased with higher data security

for different network scenarios. As shown in the Fig. 8, the

throughput value is higher than the other existing approaches

and hence possesses the ability to provide better results for

secure data access in smart home networks.

6.3.3 Encryption and decryption time

As shown in Fig. 9a, the proposed MHE-IS-CPMT

scheme obtains less encryption time than four approaches,

Table 3 Parameters for simulation

Parameters Description

Simulation platform Python 3.6

Hardware setup CPU: 8 GB, 2 GHz Intel Core i7, and

256 GB memory

Library function TensorFlow 1.4

Computing deployments 64-bit Linux, macOS, Vista, and

smart phones devices such as iOS

and android

Area of deployment 500 m 9 500 m

Number of SG 4

Total number of users 6

Mobile users 2

Static users 4

Number of devices 20, 40, 60

Communication range of H 250 m

Communication time

between user and device

access

5 s

Communication range of

devices

25 m

Considered simulation time 2000 s

Fig. 7 Comparison results of end to end delay
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Mallareddy et al. [47], Rawal et al. [48], Bogos et al. [49],

Shahid et al. [35]. For the existing four techniques, the size

of the input data (Kilobytes (Kb)) were similar to the

proposed model. Here the time is measured in milliseconds

(ms). In the same case of four techniques, the encryption

time is increased when the data size is 2 to 10 Kb. This

means that the four techniques has the highest encryption

time and does not provide data security due to vulnerable

attacks. The Fig. 9a observes that the proposed

scheme encryption process is done by MHE to encrypt the

user and device data. Thus, it can be concluded that the

proposed scheme obtains higher security with less

encryption time.

In Fig. 9b, the decryption time measures the data con-

fidentiality for the proposed MHE-IS-CPMT scheme and

existing four approaches, Mallareddy et al. [47], Rawal

et al. [48], Bogos et al. [49], Shahid et al. [35]. In these

existing four approaches, the decryption time is increased

when the data size large (4 to 8 Kb). Hence the Fig-

ure concluded that the proposed approach obtains higher

data confidentiality with less decryption time when the data

size is large.

6.3.4 Cost complexity analysis

6.3.4.1 Communication cost For communication cost

analysis, several parameters are considered such as

Authentication tag Msg Tð Þ, smart gateway SGð Þ and home

network head Hð Þ. In the proposed model, three main

entities are considered: User/ mobile user, SG, H. Msg to

SG carrying 455 bits and receives 412 bits from SG. At the

same time, SG transmits 757 bits and receives 435 bits

from H, when H transmits 455 bits and received 757 bits.

In terms of communication cost, the proposed model per-

forms secure data transaction among number of bits

exchanged in the network.

As shown in Fig. 10, the communication cost is per-

formed between the proposed and existing methods. The

method presented in Tan et al. [51] has higher communi-

cation costs when compared to Yang et al. [50], Cai et al.

[52], Gope et al. [53], Cho et al. [54], Mansoor et al. [34]

models. The figure observes that the proposed MHE-IS-

CPMT scheme achieves lower communication cost than

other methods. Thus the proposed model only provides

robust security.

6.3.4.2 Computation cost For computation cost analysis,

some notations are presented as follows:

Fig. 8 Comparison results of throughput

Fig. 9 a and b Comparison results of encryption and decryption time

Fig. 10 Comparison results of communication cost
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• Cc: Computation cost;

• Hf : Security function of Cc;

• TE=D: Encryption/Decryption of Cc.

In this experiment, the computation cost is performed on

Intel dual-core Pentium processor with specifications of

2 GHz Intel Core i7 processor, 8 GB, and 256 GB mem-

ory, respectively. As shown in Fig. 11, the proposed model

achieves less computation time of 0.01 ms than existing

five methods, Yang et al. [50], Tan et al. [51], Cai et al.

[52], Gope et al. [53], Cho et al. [54], Mansoor et al. [34].

For the existing five techniques, the total cost is increased

whereas the computation time is also increased as the

attackers access the system entities over the communica-

tion channel. When compared with these models, the pro-

posed model obtains less computation costs and less

running time against different types of attacks. Table 4

shows the analysis of computation cost between the pro-

posed and existing methods in terms of several parameters

such as Authentication tag Msg Tð Þ, smart gateway SGð Þ
and home network head Hð Þ. In comparison with five

methods, the total computation cost of proposed model

obtains less cost which is equal to 7 Hf ? 2 TE=D.

6.3.5 Time complexity analysis

Time complexity refers to the time taken to execute every

step at the time of simulation. The execution time for every

task must be limited within the time budget of the system

so as to achieve better performance. Table 5 describes the

approximate time required in the computation of several

parameters in security functions.

For various entities, the value of each stage is evaluated

to find the time complexity of the system. Consider that the

total number of transactions for each security level is

represented as n� 1. The security level of each entity with

the longer bits of 1278 provides more security features for

the message length of 2. Thus, its time complexity is signed

as O (n). Also, the total number of transactions with a time

complexity of Oð2n�1Þ. The time complexity of each entity

is shown in the Table 6.

6.3.6 Security features analysis

The expected security features ensures secure authentica-

tion and data access using proposed MHE-IS-CPMT

scheme. The list of security features is compared with the

existing methods and proposed method are as follows:

SF1: Mutual

authentication

SF2: Un-traceability

SF3: User anonymity

SF4: Session key

agreement

SF5: Eavesdropping attack

SF6: Home gateway impersonation

attack

SF7: Replay attack

SF8: Man-in-the-middle attack

SF9: Jamming attacks

SF10: Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack

Table 7 shows the comparison results of security fea-

tures (SF1 to SF10) between the proposed and existing

methods.

The security feature comparison of proposed and exist-

ing methods is shown in Table. Both the schemes by Yang

et al. [50] and Tan et al. [51] does not provide mutual

authentication, un-traceability and user anonymity and

cannot resist eavesdropping attack and home gateway

impersonation attack. The scheme by Cai et al. [52] does

not provide session key agreement, eavesdropping attack

and un-traceability and the method presented in Gope et al.Fig. 11 Comparison results of computation cost

Table 4 Comparison results of computation time and cost

Cc Yang et al. [50] Tan et al. [51] Cai et al. [52] Gope et al. [53] Cho et al. [54] Mansoor et al. [34] Proposed model

CcT 2 Hf 2 Hf 4 Hf 5 Hf 3 Hf 2 Hf 2 Hf

CcSG 3 Hf 2 Hf 2 Hf 2 Hf 2 Hf 2 Hf 2 Hf

CcH 5 Hf 3 Hf 6 Hf 7 Hf 5 Hf 4 Hf ? 2 TE=D 3 Hf ? 2 TE=D

CcTotal 10 Hf 7 Hf 12 Hf 14 Hf 10 Hf 8 Hf ? 2 TE=D 7 Hf ? 2 TE=D

CcTime 0.02 ms 0.02 ms 0.03 ms 0.02 ms 0.03 ms 0.027 ms 0.01 ms
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[53] is vulnerable to home gateway impersonation attack,

replay attack and DoS attack. Mansoor et al. [34] obtains

more security features but it cannot provide session key

agreement, and cannot prevent eavesdropping attack, home

gateway impersonation attack and man-in-the-middle

attack. From the overall results, the proposed MHE-IS-

CPMT scheme achieves all security features than existing

methods.

7 Research limitations

In this research work, there are some limitations of the

proposed model, which are mentioned as follows: (1)

ensuring the security of smart home systems between the

information exchange of IoT devices and the server is

robust, but the proposed model does not focus on the

computing power of IoT devices, (2) the proposed work

primarily focuses on user authentication based on the daily

access time to smart home devices. However, most online

devices are highly dependent on networks, so offline

devices can redirect user access patterns to be incorrect. (3)

Unified data access is possible, but our proposed model

does not support hardware compatibility on some devices.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, the MHE-IS-CPMT is proposed for secure

authentication and key agreement between the users and

devices participating in the smart home system. The ini-

tialized users and devices of the network are allowed to

register into the system. Then, only the registered users are

allowed to access and control the devices of the smart

home and gain access to the sensitive data. Further, if any

adversaries attack the system, the protocol sends plausible

responses to confuse the adversaries present in the system.

Also, the system model is designed such that it is more

resilient to different type of attacks. Finally, the perfor-

mance results is evaluated that the capability of the system

obtains more security features in comparison with other

existing approaches. Also, the proposed MHE-IS-CPMT

scheme demonstrates that the comparative analysis results

obtains best results in terms of end to end delay, commu-

nication cost, throughput, computation cost, time com-

plexity, encryption time and decryption time. From the

experimental results, the proposed model achieves a lower

computation time of 0.01 ms and more security features

than existing methods in the secure data transfer of the IoT

smart home system.

Table 5 Computation time for security parameters

Notation Description (time taken

for computation)

Approximate time for

computation (seconds)

tpwdev id
Password generation 0.00021

tkey Key generation 0.00712

tHE Honey based encryption 0.0921

treg Registration 0.0035

tauth Authentication 0.0234

Table 6 Time complexity

Notation Entities Time complexity

treg þ 2tpwdev id
User/mobile user 0.00042

5tkey þ treg SG 0.0391

2tauth þ 2treg þ 2tHE H 0.19588

Total time 0.2354

Table 7 Comparison of security features between the proposed and existing methods (4: fully covered and mentioned and x: not mentioned)

Security

features

(SF)

Yang et al. [50] Tan et al. [51] Cai et al. [52] Gope et al. [53] Cho et al. [54] Mansoor et al. [34] Proposed

model

SF1 x x 4 4 4 4 4

SF2 x x x 4 4 4 4

SF3 x x 4 4 x 4 4

SF4 x 4 x 4 4 x 4

SF5 x x x 4 x x 4

SF6 x x x x 4 x 4

SF7 4 4 4 x 4 4 4

SF8 4 4 4 4 4 x 4

SF9 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

SF10 4 4 4 x 4 4 4
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